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HJHODIF has been under full operation since 1982 in accordance
with the market demand. Costs have been optimized in particular by taking
advantage of power consumption modulation. No future need of capacity is
foreseen before the eve of the next century. During the past years, the CEA
has evaluated a number of different processes which could have been in
competition for the next isotope separation plant. Experimental studies
have been carried on on the plasma separation process as well as on the
molecular laser isotope separation and discontinued after a first step of
evaluation. Likewise R and D on Chemex is to be closed by the end of 1988
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after successful operation of a full length pilot plant.

Sinultaneously, a large scale R and D effort has been started on
SILVA, and has produced evidence of the technical ability of the process to
enrich uranium. Separation results obtained on process pilots show that
conmercial assays can be attained in single step operations. Metal vapor
production systems have been started up and tested. Laser systems under
development achieve better results than planned. Plans for construction and
operation of installations of increasing sizes leading to an industrial
demonstration unit are under elaboration. Industrial cooperation is being
assessed.



INTRODUCTION

The R and D program on Uranium Enrichment developped in France by
the ŒA during the years 1960-1980 has found its achievement in the ELJRDDIF
plant built in the frame of a njltinational cooperation. The history of
EUHODIF has been presented in several conferences. I shall merely recall
that the plant started operation in 1978 and attained full capacity in
1982.

Taking into account the fluctuations regarding market forecasts
derived from nuclear energy development, ŒA has investigated several
Uranium isotope separation processes, trying to focus on those which show
the best adequation to the most widely accepted scenarios of enrichment
market. Back in the mid 70's, EURCDIF was to be followed by CCREDIF. But
large increments in enrichment capacity soon appeared inadequate as shown
recently, when part of the US gaseous diffusion complex was put in stand-
by.Future plants have to be nodular in capacity and yet, offer good
economics even at low capacity.

Several processes have been evaluated by the ŒA R & D teams :
improved Gaseous Diffusion, gas centrifuge, CHEVEX, SILK), PSP and SILVA).
After comparative assessments, SILVA is recognized to have the best
potential in terms of modularity and costs. ŒQ4BC would be a second choice
since it allows stand alone capacities as low as some hundred thousands of
SWU/y to remain carpetitive..

l/- FUTURS MARUT SCWAR I OS

Nuclear power plant capacity of the Western world is fairly well
known until the end of the century. Expected values are in the order of

270 Gtfe net in 1988 290 in 1990
310 1994 320 in 1995
330 1997 350 in 2000

the two last figures including 15 and 35 QWe not yet under construction.
Those capacities can be subdivided among four world areas :



1987 1994 1997 2000

Europe 104 128 132 (D* 140 (10)*
Far East '37 50 61 (11) 68 (19)
USA 95 108 110 (0) 110 (0)
Others 16 24 28 (3) 33 (7)

* numbers in brackets give the capacity not yet under construction.

The total enrichment capacity available today or planned to be on
line by 1997 within the Western world compared to the demand (stock piles
are not considered) would then be the following :

1988 1997

Enrichment Capacity 34,5 36 106SWU/y
Demand 26,5 31

The comparison of the two sets of figures shows that taking into account
that the US Oak Ridge GD plant is out of service, the demand will be
roughly equal to the plant capacity around the end of the century with a
slowly rising excess of demand after 2000.

Consequently there are no reasonable prospects for large size
plants, the replacement of existing plants being put aside.

By the end of the century, EURODIF will be twenty years old while
the US plants will be much older even if one takes into account the more
recent CIP and CUP operations. A reshaping of the enrichment industry
including the presence of new producers such as Japan can be expected
around that deadline.

2/- CHARACTERISTICS REQUIRED PROM MBH PROCESSES

All GD plants will be fully amortized before the end of the
century. The SWU costs will then be limited to maintenance, staff and
energy costs. The last item will be of particular importance in the
breakdown of the SWU cost. Contracts are already being negociated between
power plants and GD plants to optimize the daily or seasonal power demand
of enrichment plants. The SWU costs to be attained by nev» rocesses will
have to match with resulting GD plant costs. In other words they will have
to be compared to about 2400 to 2500 kwh/SWU with a kwh cost which can
exhibit large variations reflecting the structural power demand by the
nation and policies of the utilities.



Actual forecasts for nuclear power plants show a slowly
increasing installed total capacity. Consequently new processes wil l be
required either as add-on to the existing plants or as replacement of GD
p.'.ants in case of obsolescence . These new processes should be able to
reach conmercial assays even with small installed capacities, say less than
a few millions SWU's per year.

3/- URANIUM ENRICBMBHT TECHNOLOGIES'EVALUATI OH

Gaseous Diffusion (GD)

Some twelve years ago, not long before the rapid decrease in
forecasts of nuclear power plants construction, the CEA considered the
construction of OOREDIF . A new separation membrane was developed aiming at
the decrease of energy dissipated by turbulent flow within the diffusion
barrier. Small series of this new membrane were manufactured and
experimental tests demonstrated that this new type of membrane allowed a
20% decrease of the specific energy consumption. The new technique involved
deep changes in stage characteristics as well as in the technology of the
main components. However these improvements were not sufficient to allow
designing GD plants of small capacity at an acceptable cost. Therefore,
this technique was abandonned a few years later.

Recently, the variability of power costs with daily or seasonal
power demand was recognized and a major effort has been launched to study
rapid transient behavior of GD plants. The US are studying
freezer-desublimer systems which make the plant able to follow the power
avaibility. Similar ideas are underway in Prance. However, it is difficult
to compare objectives and performances to be attained in the two countries
since both the power grid and the GD plant have significant differences.
For instance, EUBÛDIF already takes benefit of a very integrated power grid
which helps transporting power from and to any part of the Country, whereas
the US DOE may use the low UFg inventory of the GD cascade in order to
favour rapid transients in plant operations and optimize a more local grid
network.



Gaseous Centrifugal ion (UQG)

The ŒA has recognized very early that XG must face significant
difficulties before reaching a state where attractive SW costs can be
attained. In some cases, these difficulties seem to have been overcome ; in
particular URENOD operates several centrifuge plants. Japan has announced
and partly achieved a major program of pilot and production plants. Both
seen to be working on non sophisticated reliable and cheap technologies,
whereas the US DOE discarded in 1985 the construction of a production plant
based on a more sophisticated technology which probably needed more
maintenance. Even so, both costs and lack of market together with better
costs expectation for AVLIS were probably the reasons which led the DOE to
abandon its centrifuge technique.

Whatever the degree of sophistication of the technology, the unit
separative capacity of a machine remains limited to some tens or hundreds
of SWU per year, thus leading to large series of machines required for
significant plant capacity. The improvement of costs requires increase of
machine capacity at a constant or even decreased machine cost. High
mechanical stress materials needed to increase rotational speed as well as
the improvement of internal flow patterns are among the key research paths
to be explored.

Some ten years ago, cost evaluations were made by french
industrial companies. A few years later CEA, considering the success of the
BLJRDOIF enterprise and the results of those evaluations compared to other
processes, decided to discontinue all R and D on this process. The actual
previsions of SILVA costs lead to confirm that decision.

Oteaex

Several chemical reactions between uranium compounds show
isotopic effects which result from slight differences between the
equilibrium constants of the reactions between the coumpounds of each
isotope. At the time of the Manhattan project a large review of these
techniques concluded that they could not be competitive. The very small
separation coefficient of most of those processes leads to a very large
number of theoretical stages and thus to a large volume for the plant and a
very long equilibrium time or operation time before nominal production.

A Japanese company, ASAHI, has made a vigorous effort to develop
resins allowing for a very small height equivalent to a theoretical stage
in a packed column of large flowrate. Simultanoeusly this company looked at
catalysts to increase the kinetics of the exchange reactions.



Twenty years ago, ŒA discovered an exchange reaction between U-*
and U4which showed a relatively large separation coefficient, twice higher
than usual. Isotope separation cascade theory shows that this leads to a
possible gain of a factor 4 in comparison with the previously known
chemical exchange reactions. CEA made a review of possible technologies :
mixer-settler, rotating contactors, resin packed columns and finally chose
pulsed columns for a thorough investigation of that process named GŒMEX.

Low. costs could be achieved provided limited energy is consumed
in the chemical transformation of U compounds at both ends of the isotope
cascade. Si.nultaneously the performances of the pulsed columns had to be
improved to reduce the volume and the equilibrium time of the plant. These
two objectives are almost fulfilled. Energy yield is as low as 1/6 that of
GD , pulsed columns have comparable capacity and sizes as the GD stages.

The overall cost is then less than half the GD full cost for
capacities of about 3 millions SWU's per year. In other words, CHEM5X would
perfectly fit the requirements for new processes except one : the market is
not there !

Before new needs appear, there is time to develop other processes
the physical properties of which lead to a drastic improvement of
performances.

4/- CEA SPFORTS OH SUVA RSSSARCS AMD DEVELOPMENT

Highly selective processes

Since the mid seventies, particular attention has been given to
highly selective processes based on physical resonant excitations applied
at relevant frequencies. The best known are photodissociation of UF6

molecules by lasers (SIIK», cyclotronic resonance (PSP) and laser
photoionisation (SILVA). Compared toother processes, the atonic vapour
laser isotope separation, i.e. SILVA, was soon recognized as having a
significant advantage in being able to reach commercial assays in only one
stage with a high throughput capacity. This double advantage is probably
unique even if the one stage characteristic can also be obtained by the
plasma process. Let us spend a few minutes of each of these highly
selective processes.



Ionic cyclotron resonance (PSP)

To our knowledge, only the US (TPW) and France (ŒA) have
developped substantial efforts in order to assess the performances of the
PSP process. The separative unit is composed of four main parts : the
superconducting magnet, the plasma source, the resonance zone and the
collecting apparatus.

Using a plasma source avoids space charge effects and allows
higher mass flow rates. The uranium plate, biased negatively, is sputtered
and the resulting neutral atoms are ionized by electron cyclotron
resonance. The plasma source must be stable, quiet, with a low electronic
and ionic temperature ; its diameter must be high (2 to 4 meters) so that
the fraction of processed material be high, more than 90%. No liquid
uranium is present in such a source.

In the resonance zone, the magnetic field must be homogeneous to
better than the relative mass difference, and high enough (about 3 Teslas),
so that the resolution of the machine may yield a separation factor of
about ten. The main problem which has to be overcome lies in the
penetration of the electric field at the cyclotron frequency in the plasma.
The radiofrequency is created by some antenna which has bo be matched to
the plasma. Broadening of the resonance can stem from the collisional
effects, especially the Coulomb ones ; this leads to keep the ion density
to relatively small values.

The collecting system gives rise to difficulties very close to
those which are encountered in SILVA : thermal stresses and loads,
detrimental sputtering, collecting efficiencies. Here, liquid (continuous)
or solid (batch) collection can be used.

Such a separative element is able to enrich uranium to 3.5% or
more in one pass as the cyclotron resonance process is well adapted to
minor resonnant ions. The stripping should be satisfactory compared to
laser isotope separation processes, in particular to SIUO. On the
contrary, the specific energy consumption is higher, about 250 Kwh/SWU. A
typical unit could produce about 50000 SWU/yr with a load factor of 80%.
The technology has been deve lopped for other purposes (fusion, nuclear
physics...), has reached some maturity and is reliable.



The main d i f f i c u l t y is to a t ta in high load factors. Furthermore,
one has to clean the screens due to imperfect material eff ic iency. Thermal
loads may be important like in SILVA. Unknown still remain on the
efficiency of the penetration of the cyclotron résonnant electric field for
large separative units. The important opérâtionnal costs, mainly due to the
liquid helium consumption, could be relaxed with the use of the emerging
new superconducting technology.

Laser •olecular process

The molecular process based on laser photcdissociation of
molecular UFg, is made of four main steps in the following order :

- Adiabatic cooling of the UFg molecule diluted in an inert gas, to achieve
resolution of the isotopic absorption bands of 235 UFg and 238 UFg. At a
room temperature, the broadening of the bands by thermal excitation is such
that no isotopic selectivity could be observed.

- Storage of internal vibrâtional energy by absorption of 16 micron
infrared photons, delivered by a pulsed laser operated at a high repetition
rate (lOHz).

- Photochemical dissociation in UF 5+ F, of the vibrationaly energetized
235 UF5 molecules. This is achieved by using ultraviolet photons (308 nm)
delivered by a pulsed excimer laser.

- Growing of the (UF5)n crystals, allowing the collecting of the enriched
fraction and the recycling of the depleted gaseous phase.

The American MLIS and French (SILMO) programmes were ahandonned
respectively in 1982 and 1986, in favour of the atomic vapour process.

From 1972 down to 1986, the French SIUC program has reached the
stage of an integrated experiment. This set-up enabled to measure the
global enrichment factors as a function of the operating conditions, and to
seize the technical difficulties.



One major drawback is that the molecular process operated in
realistic operating conditions revealed itself unable to achieve, in a
single step, the standard enrichment operation from natural to 3.5%
enriched uranium product. A reduced but significant number of stages (5 to
10) in an enrichment and depletion cascade is thus necessary with the
hindrance of chemical change of state.

The build-up of internal vibrational excitation obtained by an
increased fluence of the infrared laser is detrimental to the conservation
of the isotopic selectivity. It is possible to combine a larger number of
infrared lasers progressively tuned toward shorter wavelengths, in order to
reach a higher internal vibrâtional excitation while preserving
selectivity. But then, other drawbacks become prohibitive such as laser
investment cost. Other ways of using infrared and/or ultraviolet fluences
can be explored and remain interesting.

From the engineering stand-point the use of such extremely
different wavelengths from the infrared (16 microns) to the ultraviolet
(308 nm), is the source of severe problems for optical materials. The
ultraviolet fluence is thousand times higher than the infrared fluence, due
to the ratio of the absorption cross-sections, it renders the optimal
gestion of the IR and UV laser beams somewhat difficult to achieve.

The technical solutions used for IR and UV lasers, although
theoretically scalable, are far from industrial operating reliability.

These aspects among a few others have played against the
selection of the molecular process.

The Silva process

The SILVA principle is well known. The selectively ionized U235
isotope atoms have to be collected independently of the U238 neutral atoms.

The OSA R and D programme which was initiated more than ten years
ago has been organized around the following guidelines :
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• Identify a high efficiency irradiation scheme in terms or cross sections
and selectivity.
• Develop high'reliability tunable laser instruments.
• Develop high reliability uranium vaporizers.
• Optimize the photo- ionization and extraction cells such as to maximize
uranium flovrates while adjusting the assays at commercial levels.

The programme is made of consecutive and simultaneous sets of
basic research, component development, test benches and assembled pilots
the size of which increases with the development of individual parts.

Most of the basic studies, test benches and pilots required to
reach industrial demonstration of SILVA have been undertaken by CEA :

• Spectroscopy has been studied for ten years.
• Studies of the physical processes within the photo ionization cell
started five years ago.

• A first uranium vaporizer was built in 1980.
• A first CVL lighted in 1981.
• A process pilot plant is presently under operation.
• Plans for a technology devoted pilot are under evalutation.

Performance indicators which help qualifying a process are the
flowrate and the ratio P̂ p/FHf or product (P/F) x Np.

Very soon after the first Spectroscopy mesurements in
laboratories (that was around 1980), it was recognized that assays Np well
above commercial values can be reached in single step operations. However
these results were obtained with very low cuts (P/F) and flow rates (F),
typically <10~*and around 1 mg/h provided by affusion furnaces. Improvement
factors of some 10 * and 10 ̂  had to be achieved for SILVA to become
technically operational.

Consequently CEA efforts were oriented towards the develompent of
metallic vapor sources able of large feed values.

Small sources flowing some kg/h of metallic vapor were available
a few years ago and are used as routine instruments to help studying the
detailed characteristics of uranium vapor required for a reliable
optimization of the ionization cells as well as the study of the cell
itself. Simultaneously the further increase of flowrate resulted from the
association of individual units of improved yield. The balance between the
number of units and individual performance is the result of a cost
optimization taking into account :
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- The space required to set the ionization cells.
- The distance between these cells and the uraniuti inqot.
- The power required to vaporize U.
- The cost of investment maintenance and operation of the components.

Early in the course of the programme it was recognized that among
the difficulties to demonstrate the technical capacities of SILVX there was
the rate of availability of tunable laser light with a fluence large enough
to achieve a high ionization yield of U235 atoms which is a requisite for a
large cut. Simultaneously a high recurrence of the pulsed laser is required
to achieve that large cut (P/F). While the fluence is inversely proportional
to the atomic light absorption cross section, the recurrence of the laser
light system is related to the extraction geometry and vapor velocity.

Development of tunable lasers was initiated very early taking as
reference solutions copper vapor lasers and dye lasers.

From the few watt power CVL available a few years ago to the
hundreds of watt power laser required for an industrial plant several steps
were planned. The optimization between high performance and good
reliability is a permanent constraint kept in mind. High performance
systems can be left aside because of poorer reliability. Several technical
set ups had to be compared and evaluated. Recent versions of lasers of
intermediate power achieve 50% better than expected performances,
reliability is under evaluation.

Fluence and recurrence lead to a high product assay provided the
flow of U 5 ions is not too degenerated by pollutions which are Unions of
various origins (photo-ions, ....) or neutral vapor of assay lower than
required in quantities depending upon the selectivity the geometry and
physical characteristics of the ionization and extraction cell.

P
A large cut - and a product assay Np result from an optimization

balance between photo-ions and pollutions. Results achieved on pilot plants
not equiped with fully recurrent laser systems produced evidence of
technical ability of the process to enrich uranium. When taking into
account scaling effects on recognized parameters, P/F and Np are near the
expected level.
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Conponents are under test in order to allow to operate
simultaneously at the expected level on all significant parameters. This is
the next step under preparation on the process pilot plant.

The aim of the next equipment is to demonstrate simultaneously
large feed and expected commercial P/F and Np values. It is going to be a
large size installation. Specifications are under discussion. Industrial
cooperation may be required at that step since equipment costs become a
major chapter of the process evaluation that need to establish the
economical or cost competitiveness of the process.

5/- COHCLUSIOH

This brief review of enrichment processes studied by the ŒA.
gives an idea of the attention given to enrichment techniques in France.
Efforts in this field have been maintained for more than thirty years.
Present challenges are comparable to them which were overcome in the past,
and I have no doubt that they will meet with equal success.

Thank you for your attention.


